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§ 0.

Introduction

In this paper we shall give a nice invariant for the weak equivalence
of ergodic non-singular transformation groups. It is a one-parameter
ergodic non-singular flow associated with an ergodic non-singular transformation group. Since in 1960 an example of an ergodic non-singular
transformation without <r-finite invariant measures was given in Ergodic
theory [16], the structure and the classification of ergodic non-singular
transformations have been studied by many authors ([2], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8] ~[H] and [13]). Among these works, Krieger's weak equivalence theory is fundamental in the classification problem of ergodic nonsingular transformation groups without er-finite invariant measures. This
classification is closely connected with the classification of type III factors
in the theory of von Neumann algebras ([15]).
The Tomita-Takesaki theory of generalized Hilbert algebras ([18])
plays important roles in the analysis of type III factors. Using this
theory, A. Connes [3] introduced algebraic invariants — the S-set S(M)
and the T-set T(M) — for a factor M and obtained a classification of
type III factors. M. Takesaki [19] introduced the dual action of the
modular automorphism group and obtained the structure theorem of
type III factors. In the classification problem of ergodic non-singular
transformation groups G, W. Krieger [10] and the present authors [6]
introduced invariants r(G) and T(G) respectively, both of which are
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closely related to the existence problem of ^-finite invariant measures.
The invariant r(G) and T(G) are nothing but the S-set and T-set of the
group measure space construction factor MG of G. They are also
corresponding to the Araki-Woods invariant roc(MG) and p(MG) ([!])
of the factor MG in the case of an infinite product type transformation
group G.
By the metrical properties of the associated flows, we can obtain
much more informations about non-singular transformation groups. The
T-set is the point spectrum of the associated flow and the S-set is
illustrated by only the periodic motion of the associated flow. It is
shown by Krieger's skew-product method ([9]) that any ergodic measurable measure preserving flow is realized as the associated flow of an
ergodic non-singular transformation group. We study the weakly equivalent classes of the product GxG' of ergodic non-singular transformation
groups by using its associated flow and we introduce a new class (type
IIIr) of non-singular transformation groups of type III. Also we can
obtain examples of ergodic non-singular transformation groups G of
type III satisfying that G x G is not weakly equivalent with G. We show
the Araki-Woods characterization theorem of the asymptotic ratio set
and the p-set in the sense of weak equivalence of non-singular transformation groups. By a characterization of a dissipative non-singular flow,
we give another proof of the existence of an invariant measure under
the condition T(G) = R ([6]).
Professor H. Araki showed us that Takesaki's dual action ([19])
of the modular automorphism group of the group measure space construction factor is realized by the associated flow. Professor W. Krieger
informed us that he introduced a non-singular flow for an ergodic nonsingular transformation and proved the one-to-one correspondence between the weak equivalence of ergodic non-singular transformations and
the strong equivalence of flows ([12]).
§ 1. Preliminaries
Let (O, g, P) be a Lebesgue measure space. Two measures /x and
v on the measurable space (Q, gf) are equivalent fi~v, when ^(A) = Q if
and only if v(^4) = 0, Ae gf. A 1-1 mapping g from Q onto itself is
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a non-singular transformation if it is bi-measurable (i.e. gr^cg
0gcg) and Pg~P where Pg(A) = P(gA), AE%. Let G be a countable
group of non-singular transformations of (Q, 3, P). A measure ^u defined
on (Q, g) is G-invariant if ng=fi,geG and a measurable function
/(co) is G-invariant if f(go))=f(co), g eG, a.e.co. G is ergodic if every
G-invariant function on (O, g, P) is a constant a.e. We denote by
[G] the group of all non-singular transformations g of (Q, $, P)
satisfying that there exist measurable sets AnE 5, n = l, 2,... and non00

singular transformations # n eG, n = l, 2,... such that £2= \J An (disjoint)
H=l

and ga> = gnco, a.G.Q}EAn9 n=\, 2,... . The group [G] is said to be the full
group of G. Two countable non-singular transformation groups G and
G' of (Q, 5, P) and (Qf, g', P') respectively, are called weakly equivalent
if there exists a bi-measurable 1-1 mapping (p from Q onto Qr such that
q){G](p-l = \_Gr] and P~P>.
Let us now define the ratio set r(G) and the T-set T(G) of a countable non-singular transformation group G of (£2, g, P). The ratio set
r(G) is the closure of the set of all positive numbers r satisfying that
for any s>0 and any measurable set A with P(^4)>0 there exists a
measurable subset B of A with P(J3)>0 and geG such that gBc:A
and re~E<^j-(o))<reE, coeB ([10]), and the T-set T(G) is the set
of all real numbers t satisfying that there exists a measurable function
expz^(co) such that exp£{£(0co) — £(o>)} = expz'dog—-r-jf- (co), geG9 a.e.co ([6]).
The set r(G)\{0} is a multiplicative subgroup of positive numbers and
T(G) is an additive subgroup of R. These two sets are invariants for
the weak equivalence.
For a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G of (Q,
5, P) a pair (^, H) is said to be an admissible pair of G if ju is a
cr-finite measure equivalent with P and if H is an ergodic subgroup
consisting of ju-preserving transformations of [G]. The set A(JJL, H)
= {r>0|for any e>0 there exists #e[G] such that P(re~E< ^9 (o>)
ll/xt

<re £ )>0} is a closed multiplicative subgroup of R+ if (ju, H) is an
admissible pair of G. This set is independent of the choice of an
admissible pair ([6]).
For a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G of (Q,
g, P) we consider the following cases :
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(a) There exists an equivalent tr-finite invariant measure /i, or
equivalently (/j, G) is an admissible pair of G.
(bA) There exist an admissible pair (p., H) and 0<A<1 such that
A(n, H) = {A ll |-oo<n<oo}.
(c) There exists an admissible pair (JJL, H) such that d(X H) = (0,
00).

(d) There is no admissible pair.
These cases are exclusive and exaustive.
Definition ([6]). Let G be a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group of (Q, g, P). (1) We say that G is of type III if G
has no equivalent cr-finite invariant measures. (2) We say that G is of
type IIIA, 0<1<1, III! or III0 accordingly as the case (bA), (c) or (d)
happens.
Note that the type of G is an invariant under the weakly equivalent
relation and that if G is of type IIl^ then for any null set J V e g the
set {log—J^—(co)\gEG, co$N} contains at least two rationally independent
real numbers.
§2. The Associated Flow {fs}-00<s<+00
Definition 1. A one-parameter group {175}_00<S< + 00 of non-singular
transformations of (X, ?&x, ju^), which we call simply a non-singular
flow, is measurable if the mapping RxX3(s9 x)-*UsxEX is measurable.
Let G be a countable non-singular transformation group acting on
a Lebesgue measure space (Q, 5, P). We denote by G the group of
following non-singular transformations g on (OxR, gx93(R), dPxdw);
geG.

Let £((j) be the measurable partition ([17]) generated by all G-in variant
measurable sets. For — oo < s < + oo , put Ts(co? u) = (a>, u + s), (CD, u)eQ
xR. Since {TJ_ 00<S< + 00 commutes with G, we can define the factor
flow {£}-„<.< + „ of {TJ_ 00<S< + 00 on the quotient space OxR/C(G).
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Ts(— oo<s< + 00) is a non-singular transformation with respect to any
er-finite measure equivalent with the image measure of d P x d w and
{T s }_ 00<s< + 00 is a measurable flow.
Definition 2. We call the factor flow {f;}_00<s< + 00 the non-singular
flow associated with the non-singular transformation group G or simply
the associated flow of G.
We note that the associated flow {^s}-oo<s< + oo of G *s ergodic if
and only if G is ergodic.
Definition 3. Non-singular flows (X, ffix, \JLX\ {Us}_ao<s< + ao) and (7,
®r> ^y5 {Ks}-oo<s< + oo) are mutually strongly equivalent if there exists
a bi-measurable 1-1 mapping ij/ from X onto Y such that ^x~My^
and for all — oo<s< + oo, \l/Usx=Vs\l/x, a.e.x.
We note that the strong equivalence among ergodic non-singular
flows is the same as the metrically isomorphic equivalence if they admit
finite equivalent invariant measures.
Theorem L // ergodic non-singular transformation groups (Q,
5, P; G) and (Qf, JJf', P'; G') are mutually weakly equivalent, then
their associated flows are mutually strongly equivalent.
Proof.

Let cp be a bi-measurable 1-1 mapping from Q onto Q'

such that 9\_G~\<p-1 =[G'] and P~P>. Put ^(co, u) = (cpco9
Then ^ is a 1-1 mapping from QxR onto £2'xR and satisfies that for
- oo <s< + oo, \l/Ts(a>, u)=T's\l/(a>, u), a.e.(co, u)eQxR. It is enough to
show that /GKco, *0) is a G-invariant measurable function for any G'invariant measurable function f(a>',u). For ^fe[G] and gf = cpg(p~1

=f(g'q>a>,
=/(flf>a), «
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,iO).

Q.E.D.

Definition 4. Let (X, $BX, ^x; {Us}-00<s< + ao) be a non-singular flow.
A real number t belongs to the set o-({Us}), which is called the point
spectrum of {t/s}_00<5< + 00, if there exists a measurable function expi£(x)
such that for all — oo < s < + oo
exp i£(Usx) = exp its-Qxp i£(x),
Theorem 2. Let
group and

Proof.

G be a countable

a. e. x.

non-singular

{?s}-oo<s< + oo be its associated

flow.

transformation

Then the

1-set

is

Let feT(G). Then

exp i{£(g<D) - £(<»)} = exp it log-^(co),

g eG9

a. e. co,

for some measurable function expz^(co). If we put f(co, u) = expi{tu
— {(co)}, then f(co, u + s) = expits-f(co, u) and
f(ga>,

= exp f tu.
=/(co, u), flf e G, a.e.(co, 11) .
Conversely, let tea({Ts}).

Then

exp iri(co, u + s) = exp /ts-exp i^(o}9 u),
for some G-in variant measurable
exp { - i£(co)} = exp iri(co, 0), then

function

expi{«»o))-«co)}=expiYlog d ^-(co) >
Theorem 3.

Le^ {^}-oo<s< + oo ^^

the

— oo < s < + oo ,
exp 1*77(0), w). If

^eG,

a.e.co.

non-singular

flow

we

Pu*

Q.E.D.
associ-
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group G

o/(Q, 3f,P). Then
(1) G admits an equivalent a-finite invariant measure if and
if {7 s }-oo< s < + oo 's strongly equivalent with the translation
R3 W-H/ + S,

only

— 00<S< + 00 ,

(2) G is of type /// A (0<A<1) if and only if {Ts}_00<s< + ao is strongly
equivalent with the periodic flow [0, — log!) 3w->M + s(mod. —logA),
— 00<S< + 00,

(3) G is of type III^ if
converse is true under the
(4) G is of type I I I 0 if
aperiodic and conservative
cyclic group.

{Ts}-00<5< +00 is the trivial flow, and the
assumption that G is a cyclic group, and
and only if {f s }_ 00<s< + 00 is an ergodic,
flow, under the assumption that G is a

Proof. (1) Let J.L be an equivalent ^-finite G-invariant measure.
Then the measurable partition C(G) is equal to {Qx{u}; w e R } since
G = \9l g(w, M) = f0G), M + log-J^(a)H = (go>, u), geG>. So the factor flow
of {3 n s }_ 00<4< + QO is the translation on R. Conversely let \j/ be a bimeasurable 1-1 mapping from OxR/£(G) onto R such that {'Ts}-0o<s< + 0o
commutes with the translation on R under the mapping i/r, and n be
the canonical mapping from QxR onto £2xR/f(G). For the measurable
partition {TL~IO\I/~I(U); w e R } of QxR it holds that for almost all \l/~l(u)
and for almost all CD, TC~ I O^~ I (M) intersects {cojxR in exactly one point
(co, u — \ls(n(a), 0))) from the assumption. Denote for a fixed cross section TT~ I O^~ I (M), dfj.(co) = Q\p{ — u + \l/(n(co, 0))}dP(co). Notice that a cofunction — u + \l/(n(o}9 0)) is measurable. Then the equivalent measure
fi

is G-invariant. Indeed, since g(o)9 u — \l/(n(o), Q))) = (gco9 u — \l/(n(co, 0))
7i- 1 o^-i( w ) ? we have i^(n(gcD, O)) = ^(TI(CO, 0))- log

a.e.o), g e G. Therefore
= exp { - u + \l/(n(ga)9

0))}dP(ga))
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= exp { - u + \l/(n(oo, 0))}dP(co)

(2) Let GU, H) be an admissible pair of type III A (0<A<1).
the

measurable

partition

£(G) is

{

\J

Then

Qx{u — n log A} ; 0 g u <

— co<n< + ao

— log A}, since H is ergodic and h(a>, u) = (hco, u), heH

and since for

almost all a* and for any integer n there exists g e G such that log -J^-(oo)
U.^1

= nlog/l (Section 6 of [6]). Therefore {?s}-oo<s< + oo *s tne
periodic
flow [0, — log/l)9M->w + s (mod. —log A), — oo<s< + oo. Conversely let i//
be a bi-measurable 1-1 mapping from £2xR/£(G) onto [05 —log!) such
that ij/Ts(co, u) = \l/(co, u) + s (mod. —log A), a.e. (co, w). Then for almost all
$~l(u) and for almost all co, n~l°\l/~l(u) intersects each set {co}x
[— nlogA, — (n + l)log/l), — oo<n< + oo, in exactly one point. For a
fixed M, the function /(co)=inf{i;; u^O and (co, u)e7r" 1 o^r 1 (u) n ({co} xR)}
is measurable. We define an equivalent measure d^(o}) = exp{— f}(co)dP(co).
G acts ergodically on each ergodic component n~l°\l/~l(u). Let H be
the induced transformation group of this action on the set {(co,/(co));
coeQ}.

Then H is ergodic and /x-preserving and -^(o))e{An; — oo<

n < + oo}, g eG9 a.e. co.
(3) Let (jn, H) be an admissible pair of a non-singular transformation
group G of type IIIj. If /(co, w) is a G-in variant measurable function,
then for almost all (co, w), /(/ico, w) =/(co, w), ft e #. From the ergodicity
of H, /(co, M) =/(M), a.e.(co, M) and so for almost all (co,w), /(w + log-^ (co))
=

/(M)» ^ ^ G. Let F = { t e R ; f(u + f) =f(u), a.e. u} then F is a subgroup
of R and contains at least two rationally independent real numbers
by the definition of type IIIj. Thus F is a dense subgroup. Therefore /(M) = constant, a.e. M. Conversely let G be a cyclic group and let
G be ergodic. Then for any set A eg with positive measure, any
positive number r and any positive number e, there exist a measurable
subset 5cz^4x[ — g, e] with positive measure and geG such that gB
dAx [logr— e, logr + e]. Put B = {coeA; (a>9u)eB for some u},
Then P(5)>0, gBc:A and r exp { - 2e} < ^^ (co) < r exp 2e, coeB. Therefore the ratio set is r(G) = [0, +00). By Theorem 2,8 of [10], G is
of type llli.
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(4) Since an ergodic and dissipative non-singular flow on a Lebesgue
space is metrically isomorphic with the translation on R, (4) follows
from (1), (2) and (3) in the case that G is a cyclic group.
Q. E.D.
Problem. Is G of type IIIj if G is ergodic, without the assumption that G is a cyclic group?
Theorem 4. Let (Q, g, P; G) be of type H^ with an admissible
pair (P, H) and (X, 33X, px\ {l/s}_ ^<s< + Q0) be a measurable ergodic
measure preserving flow and let G{[/} = {0{17}; g e G} w/iere

T/zen f/ie associated flow {fs}_00<s< + ao of the ergodic non-singular
transformation group G[U} is metrically isomorphic with {Us}_00<s< + 00.
Proof. Let f(co, x, u) be a G([/}-invariant bounded measurable function. Then f(hoj, x, u)=f(co, x, u), heH, a.e.(o>, x, u) and the ergodicity
of H implies f(co, x, M)=/(X, u), a.e.(o>, x, u). So we have for almost
all (co,Jc,u),
f(U-tx, u + t)=f(x, u), a.e.(x, u)}. Then F is a subgroup of R and
contains at least two rationally independent real numbers by the definition of type III^. Thus F is a dense subgroup and it follows from
Lemma 2 (2) of Section 4 that for any — o o < s < + o o /(t/_ s x, u + s)
=/(x, M), a.e.(x, M). Conversely a { U _ S XT S }_ O O < S < + OO -in variant measurable
function is 5{t/}-in variant, where TSM = u + s, u e R, — oo < s < + oo , and
then C(^{[/}) = ^xC({^ r - s x^s})flow, for EE^BX the set

Since

{£/ s }-oo< s < + oo i§

a

measurable

_sx, s ) ; x e £ , — cxxs< + oo} = {(x, 5); !7_ s xeE, — oo<s< + 00}
is {L/_ S XT S } -invariant and measurable in Z x R .

For a countably sep-

arating base {En}n±i
of (X, 93X, ^), {TI({I/_SX, s); xe£ n , -oo<5<
a
+ °°})}n^i is
countably separating base of ZxR/£({l/_ s XT s }), where
n is the canonical mapping from J ^ x R onto JfxR/C({l/_ s XT s }). Therefore the measurable partition £({17_ S XT S }) is given by {{(lf_rx, r);
— oo<r< + 00}; xeX}. We define a mapping ^ from Q x Z x R/((G(l/})
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onto X by \l/(Qx {(U-rx, r); — oo<r< + oo}) = x.
bi-measurable 1-1 and satisfies

The mapping \j/ is

ij/(Qx{(U-rx9 r + s); -oo<r<+oo})
_rx, r); -oo<r< + 00}),
Therefore the associated flow {Ts}^fX><s<
{I7S}_00<S< + 00 under the mapping \l/.

+ ao

-oo<s< +00 .

*s metrically isomorphic with
Q.E.D.

We note that, in the case that G of Theorem 4 is a cyclic group
of type IIIj, G{u} is of type III0 if an ergodic measure preserving flow
{^s}-oo<s< + oo is aperiodic and conservative, and that furthermore if
{^s}-oo<s< + oo is a weakly mixing flow then T(G1[/}) = {0} (cf. [3], [6]).
Let (Q, g, P; G) be of type IIIA, 0<A<1, and ng(u>) be an integervalued function such that ^£(o)) = /lM w ) and

let (X, 93*, \LX\ U) be

an ergodic measure preserving transformation. W. Krieger ([11]) constructed an ergodic non-singular transformation group Gu = {guigeG}
where gv(co, x) = (ga>, Un^^x). It is easy to show that the associated
flow of G^ is metrically isomorphic with the flow built under the constant function —log A with the basic transformation U. From this it
follows that for ergodic finite measure preserving transformations 17
and V, Gv is weakly equivalent with Gv if and only if U is metrically
isomorphic with V ([9]).

§3.

The Joint Flow and the Product of Non-Singular
Transformation Groups

Let {C/J_ 00<S< + 00 and {F s }_ 00<s< + 00 be measurable non-singular
flows acting on Lebesgue spaces (X9 %$x, fe) and (7, 23y, // y ), respectively.
Let {^/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 be a flow defined by (U8xT)(x, y) = (Usx, y). Since
{l/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 commutes with {UsxV.8}^ao<s< + ao9 we can define the
factor flow of the flow {l/ s xl}_ 00<s< + 00 on the quotient space XxY/
C({t/ 5 xF_J) and denote it by {(17, F).} -«<.< + «. {(U, F),}- «,<.< + »
is a measurable non-singular flow with respect to the image measure
of tox/zy on X

ERGODIC NON-SINGULAR TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
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{(17, V)s}.ao<a<

+ ao

the
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joint

flow

of

-oo<s<+oo and
We note that {(17, V)s},ao<s< + ao is strongly equivalent with {(F,
t/)s}-oo<s< + oo and that <r({(U, F)s}) = (7({l/s}) n cr({Fs}).
Theorems. Let GxG' = {g xg'; g eG, g' eG'} be the product nonsingular transformation group of countable non-singular transformation
groups G and G', where g xg'(w, a>f) = (gco, g'co'), coefi, CD' eQ'. Then
the associated flow of GxGf is strongly equivalent with the joint flow
of each associated flows.
Proof.
as follows

We define a mapping ^ from Q x R x Qf x R onto Q x Qf x R

ij/(co, u, CD', u') = (w, co\ u + u').
Since
gx g'(co, u, a)', u') = ( gco, w + log-^^(o))5 g'a)\ u1
and

we have

Hence \l/ induces a mapping from the product space of the quotient
spaces (Q x R/C(5)) x (Q' x R/C(G')) onto the quotient space QxQ'xR/
C(G x G'). Since ^(co, u + s, G/, u' - s) = (at, CD', u + u') and \l/(co, u + s, CD',
M') = (CO, a/, w + w' + s)? \l/ induces a strongly equivalent mapping between
the joint flow of the associated flows of G and G' and the associated
flow of G x G 7 .
Q.E.D.
Definition 5. For a countable additive subgroup F of R, a countable ergodic non-singular transformation group G is of type IIIr if the
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associated flow {Ts}_00<s< + 00 of G is ergodic finite measure preserving
and if it has the pure point spectrum F.
We note I I I

Z

= IIIA, and III^°> = III1 (in case of cyclic group)

by Theorem 3 and von Neumann's theorem that ergodic finite
measure preserving flows with the same pure point spectrum are mutually metrically isomorphic ([14]).
Theorem 6. (1) Let G be of type IIIr and G' be any countable
ergodic non-singular transformation group. Then GxG' is of type
(2) Let G and G' be countable ergodic non-singular transformation
groups whose associated flows have finite invariant measures. Then
GxG' is of type HIT^nT^G'\
Proof.

The proof follows from the next lemma.

Lemma 1. (1) Let (X, 3$x, \JLX\ {Us}_m<s< + ao) be an ergodic finite
measure preserving flow which has the pure point spectrum and (7,
®r» ^yj {^5}-oo<s< + oo) be an ergodic non-singular flow. Then the
joint flow {(U, ^/)s}-00<s< + oo Z5 ergodic finite measure preserving and
has the pure point spectrum cr({^J) fl 0"({FJ).
(2) Let (X, »,, te; {£/.}_„<.< + „) and (Y, 23y, [iYi {K.} -„<,< + «) be
ergodic finite measure preserving flows. Then the joint flow {(U,
F)s}_00<s< + 00 is ergodic finite measure preserving and has the pure
point spectrum ff({Us}) n
Proof. If \JLX is a {t/ s }_ 00<s< + oc -in variant finite measure and if
UY is a finite measure, {(£/, F)J_ 00<S< + 00 preserves the image measure
of UXXVY on tne quotient space Xx Y/£({Usx F_s}). There exist measurable functions expi^(x) for tea({Us}) such that expz^(l/sx) = expfrs.
expj£,(x) and measurable functions expivt(y) for tea({Vs}) such that
exp itjt(Vsy) = exp z'te-exp irjt(y). Since
exp i^t(Usx) exp ir\t(V-sy) = exp its-exp i£t(x) x exp { — its} exp irjt(y)
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for tea({Ua})n(T({Va}),expitt(x)expirit(y)
is a {Uax F_s }_ 00<s < + 00-invariant function.
We will show that the set of all {Usx F.J.^ <s< + 00-in variant square
integrable functions are generated by {exp i£t(x) exp irit(x) ; t e <r({ Us})
rxKTO)}- Let f(x, y) be a bounded {l/sx V_s}.^ <s< + 00 -invariant
measurable function and assume

for t e a({ l/J) n <r({ FJ). Define
/rW = </(•> 3^)>

for ^e(r({[/s}).

Then we have

Since {F s }_ 00<s< + 00 is ergodic, we have

where ct is a constant.

crexp i£t(y)

if t

0

if *ea({l/s})\<7({Fs})?

Hence we have
/,00 = 0,

a.e.j;3

for any t ecr({l/s}) from the assumption on /.
Next consider the case (2) and take a measurable bounded function
q(x) which is orthogonal to every expi^x), tea({Us}). Defining
= </("> ^X OL2(MX)? we will see /^(j) = 0, a.e.j. Indeed
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From Stone's spectral decomposition theorem,

Then
)=

expfsA.d</(«,

We put cLF(A) = d</(-, y), E(X)£(-)> L2(llxy This measure is non-atomic
since £(•) is orthogonal to all eigenfunctions of {^/ s }_ 00<s< + 00. Therefore

a.e.
The right term converges to 0 as s-*oo by Lebesgue's convergence
theorem. Since {Vs}-(X3<s< + ao is ergodic finite measure preserving,
from BirkhofTs pointwise ergodic theorem we have /^(y) = 0, a.e. y.
Thus for almost all y,f(x, y) is orthogonal to any 93x-measurable
bounded function and so /(x, j>) = 0, a.e.(x, j/). This means that the
all {l/sx K_ s }_ a, <s< + QO -invariant square integrable functions are generated
by (exp/^Wexpi^); ^o-({t/s})no-({KJ)} and that {(£/, K)s} .«,<,< + «
has the pure point spectrum 0-({l/s})n <r({Ks}).
Q. E.D.
Corollary 1 (cf. [1]). Let GA be of type IH A (0<A<1) and G be
a cyclic ergodic non-singular transformation group. Then
(1) G is of type III A i/ k for some integer k or is of type IIIj if G A x G
is weakly equivalent with G, and
(2) G A x G is of type IIIA if and only if
Proof.

The proof is clear from Theorem 6.

Corollary 2 ([6]). Let 17 and V be ergodic finite measure preserving
transformations of (X, $&x, ^x) and (7, 23y, // r ) respectively and let
G be an ergodic non-singular transformation group of type III A (0<1<1).
Then G ^ x G ^ is of type IIIA if and only if U x F"1 is ergodic, where
Gv is the ergodic non-singular transformation group whose definition is
given in Section 2.
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Proof.

We have T(GV) = — ^ f f v
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and T(GF) = r—^oy, where av is

the point spectrum set of U, that is the set of all reR such that there
exists an L2(/xx)-function £ satisfying £(Ux) = Qxp2nit.£(x), a.e. x. By
Theorem 6, GvxGv is of type IIIA if and only if 0- c / nov = Z. By
Lemma 1, a [ / ncr F = Z if and only if 17 xF" 1 is ergodic.
§4. A Remark on the Existence of an Invariant Measure
In [6] we showed the existence of an invariant measure under the
condition that the T-set T(G) = R. It is a measure-theoretical proof of
the Connes' theorem for von Neumann algebras ([3]).
Here we give another proof of this theorem by using the associated
flow.
Lemma 2. Let {L^ s }_ 00<s< + 00 be a measurable non-singular flow
of a probability space (X9 33, ^). Then
(1)

as S-+SQ for feL2(X, 33,
(2)

as S-+SQ for heL™(X, 23,
Proof.

(1) We put a(s, x) =

(x) and for N>0, aN(s, x) = a(s9 x)

if 0<a(s, x)^N and aN(s, x) = N if a(s, x)>N which are (s, x)-measurable
functions. We denote by Us the unitary operator
For |s|<l and feL^(X9 », ^) with |/(x)|<C,

(\JJ)(x)=f(U^)*/l^l*.(x).
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For any e>0 there exists N such that

$

2

_

_

_J| V«(H> x)-jaN(u,

x)\\L2(fi)du<s.

From Fubini's theorem

From the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem
i, x) -f(UJW) VS^T)| 2du -» 0
as s->0,a.e.x.

Therefore from Lebesgue's convergence theorem
>0

as s-»0.

Since Us is a unitary operator,

for any/EL 2 (Z 5 » 5 J u).
(2) For fteL°°(Z, 93, ju) with |ft(x)|<C,

From (1),
lh(Usx)-h(USQx)\\L2(fl^Q

as s^s0 .
Q.E.D.

Proposition 1. Let {Us}_ao<s< +x be a measurable ergodic nonsingular flow of a Lebesgue measure space (X, 93, ^). // cr({[/s}) = R,
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then {t/J_ 00<s< + 00 is metrically isomorphic with the translation on R.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3 of [6] and
we use the well-known lemmas quoted in [6]. First we show that there
exists a (t, x)-measurable function exp i£(t9 x) such that for — oo < s < + oo
(*)

exp i£(t, Usx) = exp ist-exp i£(t, x),

a.e. (t, x).

We may assume that \JL is a probability measure. Let T be the set of
all complex valued measurable functions with absolute value 1 on (X,
53, ii) and F0 be the set of constant functions of F. F is a complete
separable metric space under the relative L2(X)-topology on F. Under
the multiplication, F is a topological group with respect to this topology
and F0 is its closed subgroup. From Lemma 5 ([6]) there exists a
Borel subset B of F that intersects each coset of the quotient space
F/F0 in exactly one point. We denote by n the canonical mapping from
F onto F/F0 and denote by n\B the restriction to B. For each — oo
<s< + oo and £eS we denote by iStE a function

defined on F/F0.

Since

g 2(J |exp «'(*) - exp /£(

the function TS>E°n\B defined on B is continuous under the relative L2(/i)topology on B. Let & be the smallest d-algebra of F/F0 such that
every function TS>£, — oo<s< + 00, £e33, is measurable. We prove that
& has a countably separating base. It is enough to show that for
a countably separating base {En}n^l of 33 and a countable dense set
K of R, (£ is generated by rs>En, seK9 n^l.
From Lemma 2, for
seR and Ee33 there exist sneK and Emn such that
*,n,Em n (exP ^(OAO-^s.ECexp i£(')r0\
Since Ts>£°7r|j3, — oo<s< + 00, Ee95

as n-» oo .

is continuous,

n\B

is measurable
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under the a-algebra generated by the relative L2(//)-topology of B and
the cr-algebra (£. From Lemma 7 ([6]) the inverse mapping rc^1 is
also measurable. For each f e R , let Ft be the set of all 23-measurable
solution expi^(-) of the equation, for — o o < s < + 00, exp/£(l/ s x) = expitsexp f£(X), a.e. x. Then Ft is a coset in F/r0. By a we denote a mapping
t-+Ft from R into F/F0. Since the function
=

exp its

is ^-continuous for each — oo<s< + oo, Ee33, the mapping a is measurable.
For each £e$B we denote by JE the function exp ?£(•)-»
\ exp ££(x)dju(X) defined on B. The function yE is continuous under
JE 2
the L (X)-topology. Since a, n^1 and y£ are all measurable, the function
1

oa(^)=\ exp i£t(x)d[ji(x)
is r-measurable for each £eS,
where
JE
1
n\B rt. From Lemma 3.1 of [20], there exists a (r, x)-measurable function expi^(r, x) such that for almost all t, exp i £(r, x) = exp i£,(x)
holds except a x-null set. Then exp f^(r, x) satisfies the equation (*).
For a fixed x0 e X the function
f|(f, x) = expi{^0, x)-f(f, x0)}
belongs to the coset Ft and satisfies for almost all x
exp il(t + T, x) = exp i|(t, x)-exp Z|(T, x),

a.e. (r, T) .

From Lemma 9 ([6]) there exists a real measurable function
such that for almost all x
exp i|(f , x) = exp it£(x),

a.e. t .

Since exp if (f , •) e Ff , for — oo < s < + oo and for almost all x
exp it^(Usx) = exp ffs-exp it£(x),

a.e. t .

Therefore we have for — oo < s < + oo
a.e.x.
Then the flow {C7S}_00<S< + 00 is metrically isomorphic with the transla-
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tion on R under the mapping x->£(x) from X onto R.
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Q. E. D.

Remark. If {Us}^00<s< + 00 is not necessarily ergodic, then {l/J-oo
<s< + 00 is metrically isomorphic with a flow (x0, w)-»(x 0 , w + s), -oo<s
< + oo, defined on a measure space J£ 0 xR under the same condition
of Proposition 1.
Corollary ([6], Theorem 3). Let G be a countable non-singular
transformation group. If the T-set T(G) = R, then G admits an equivalent
0--finite invariant measure.
Proof. The
Theorem 3.

proof follows

from

Theorem 2, Proposition 1 and
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